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Abstract: Bacterial infections are a leading cause of health complications around the world. Metallic 

antimicrobial agents have shown to be effective in killing bacteria and preventing their proliferation. 

While silver is the traditional metal used for these purposes, a growing body of evidence suggests that 

copper-based agents can be more effective than silver-based agents. This paper investigates how 

effective wound dressings and urethane-based coatings containing copper antimicrobial agent are in 

deterring the growth of Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, as well as to compare these 

results to those of silver-based antimicrobials. Surface tests as well as solution-based testing showed 

that cuprous agents are more effective bactericidal agents than silver and undergo less diffusion from 

the delivery site, indicating it to be superior to silver for treatment and prevention of bacterial 

infections. 



Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION 

 Drug resistant bacteria are an increasing problem in the medical field, causing seemingly routine 

health issues to develop potentially severe complications. Bacteria such as Methicillin-resistant 

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) are spreading in hospitals worldwide and there is a growing need to 

develop treatments that are fundamentally effective in stopping infections. A growing treatment option 

for both drug resistant bacteria as well as regular infections is the utilization of antimicrobial metallic 

compounds to kill or inhibit bacteria presence on a surface such as a wound dressing or medical 

implant.[1-5]   

While silver metal and silver ions have been the primary antimicrobial agent used historically, a 

growing body of evidence suggests that copper-based antimicrobial agents can be more effective than 

silver, while simultaneously offering benefits such as reduced cost and less irritation to eukaryotic 

cells.[6, 7]  In fact, copper is found naturally in many plants and animals (humans included), while silver 

is largely foreign to human immune systems. Thus, unlike silver, copper-based treatments have 

exceedingly small adverse effects on mammalian tissues and cells that make them attractive for use in 

sensitive applications such as wound dressings and implants in contact with fresh blood. Copper has also 

been proven to be well-suited for incorporation in cellulosic and fiber based matrices, making it a superb 

candidate for use in gauzes.[2, 7-9]   

 Though copper metal already has uses as an antimicrobial surface, it has typically limited to 

macroscopic applications such as counter tops and door handles. However, recent years have seen the 

development of micro- and nanoscale copper particles which have increased effectiveness against 

bacteria and can be easily incorporated into medical devices.[5, 10, 11]  Nanoscale silver has also been 

investigated, with reasonable success as well.[1, 4, 12]  The work described here investigates how 

effectively a proprietary nanometer-scale antimicrobial agent (property of Agienic Antimicrobials, Inc., 



patent pending) kills and inhibits the growth of bacteria in a wound dressing environment as well as 

begins to examine its capability to prevent biofilm formation. The results of the proprietary 

antimicrobial are compared to the current industry standard, silver. It should be noted that while the 

composition and method of manufacture of the copper-based agent cannot be disclosed at the 

moment, the antimicrobial is novel in its chemical structure and is created in a scalable process; this 

indicates a great potential to revolutionize the market as well as reduce the cost of antimicrobials by 

moving away from silver towards more affordable copper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 – EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW 

2.1 – Biofilm Prevention 

 While not the main focus of the present work, the ability to create a surface resistant to the 

formation of biofilms is a pressing issue in the medical community.[13]  At its core, a biofilm occurs 

when bacteria in an aqueous environment receive external cues that they do not have adequate 

conditions to proliferate. These cues include insufficient space, food, temperature, pH, and 

combinations of factors such as these. When bacteria receive these cues, their metabolisms drastically 

change (usually slowing to a crawl) while the bacteria themselves secrete signaling hormones to inform 

other bacteria of the event.[14]  Alongside these events, the bacteria secrete carbohydrates and 

saccharides, forming a protective matrix that encapsulates the bacteria and impedes drugs from 

reaching the bacteria to kill them. Because of these factors, preventing a biofilm from forming appears 

to be preferable to trying to destroy one that has already formed.  

 To this end, the laboratory at Agienic Antimicrobials is developing a urethane-based coating that 

can be applied to many surfaces such as glass, metals, and polymers. In creating a general coating, the 

product we create can be applied to a wide variety of medical devices and have a higher impact than a 

standalone product would. The copper antimicrobial agent is prepared in the lab, after which it is mixed 

into a polyurethane solution. From this, a common paintbrush is used to coat any desired surface with 

the product, resulting in an even, smooth surface ready for testing.  

 Biofilm prevention testing in the lab typically uses 13mm diameter circular metal coupons 

coated with the urethane-copper agent. These coupons are placed individually into wells of 24 well-

plates, and example of which can be found in the Definitions of Laboratory Equipment section of 

Chapter 5. These coupons are inoculated against Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a classic biofilm-forming 

species of bacteria. The details of the testing are described in Chapter 5, notably sections 6, 8, and 9a. 



Each test allows P. aeruginosa to grow for a period of time (typically 1-24 hours) in the well against the 

coated metal coupon. After said time has elapsed, the coupons are removed from the bacterial broth, 

dried, and stained to detect bacterial presence on the coupon. While the testing thus far has been 

qualitative in nature (examinations of the dye have been by visual inspection), future testing will 

incorporate an optical density reader which will provide quantitative comparisons between blank 

samples, copper-coated samples, and silver-coated samples. 

2.2 – Bactericidal Wound Dressings 

 Another area of high need in the medical community is antimicrobial wound dressings. When 

skin is broken and blood is exposed to the air, it is exceedingly easy for airborne bacteria and viruses to 

enter the blood stream and cause an infection. Even if the wound is covered by a bandage, bacteria 

from the skin can still migrate into the wound before healing has occurred. In fact, researchers have 

found that human skin is covered by bacterial densities ranging from 4,4000/cm2 to 400,000/cm2; 

though many of these species are benign they can include harmful strains as well such as various types 

of Staphylococcus, Streptococcus, and Escherichia coli.[15] 

 In an attempt to prevent infections, the previous decades have seen the development of several 

wound dressings imbued with antimicrobial agents such as chlorine-based agents as well as those of 

silver.[16, 17]  Unfortunately, while effective, these wound dressings are hampered by the complexity 

and cost associated with their manufacture and choice of antimicrobial agent. The work being described 

here employs an innovative yet straightforward method of production that is inherently scalable and 

does not require great technical expertise to complete. In addition, our process uses copper-based 

agents for bactericide, which in addition to reducing cost has been shown to effectively inhibit bacteria 

presence from under the gauze in which it is imbued.[2, 7-9, 18] 



 As described in Chapter 5 section 9b and section 6b(i), the tests performed examined the 

efficacy of gauze samples embedded with copper-based antimicrobial agent in killing and/or preventing 

the growth of E. coli on the surface of a Tryptic Soy Agar petri dish. Visual examination was used to 

determine the amount of diffusion the antimicrobial agents experienced throughout the testing period 

and was evident by a “halo of inhibition” indicating where bacteria could not grow. The larger the zone 

of inhibition, the more prone to diffusion the agent is; this could indicate that it is less effective in 

clinical applications as it will diffuse through the skin where it is needed. A representative picture below 

illustrates the halo of inhibition. 

 

 

To complement these surface tests, solution tests were run by Jason Torrey and Xandi Peterson 

from Dr. Gerba’s lab at the University of Arizona. The solution tests incorporated a standardized 

concentration of bacteria (typically S. aureus) with the antimicrobial agent of choice in sterile Phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS) for times ranging from 5 minutes to 24 hours. In summary, the solution assays 

provide a measure of bactericidal activity of a given agent, while the surface tests determine the 

diffusivity of the agent in a wound-like environment. 

Halo of inhibition appears around Ag-impregnated gauzes (3 bottom) while absent from blank gauze 

(top left) and Cu-agent impregnated gauze (3 top right) 



Chapter 3 – RESULTS 

3.1- Biofilm Prevention Results 

Biofilms by their very nature are difficult to prevent in conditions that do not pose toxic threats 

to humans (i.e. overloading with toxic chemicals, extreme pH’s or temperatures, etc.) and so preliminary 

tests have shown that bacteria will form biofilms on all surfaces under most conditions. In fact, the 

picture below shows that a crystal violet assay (which identifies bacteria presence) reveals bacterial 

growth on every sample tested against P. aeruginosa for 24 hours in an incubator at body temperature. 

The 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th columns were samples tested in Tryptic Soy Broth with bacteria while the 3rd and 

6th columns were only incubated in sterile TSB before dying with crystal violet solution. It is plain to see 

that all formulations of urethane-imbedded antimicrobial agent (β,ϒ,θ,φ,ξ,ζ, and Ω, which each 

contained a unique formulation of proprietary Cu-based agent with appropriate surfactants and binding 

polymers) were ineffective. It should also be noted that industry standard silver-based antimicrobial 

coatings made from DuPont (SkyWhite™ AM, PFW-669-S8A) also failed identical testing.  

 

 



3.2 – Wound Dressing Results 

Many iterative tests were run throughout the course of the year comparing the efficacy of Cu 

ion agents to that of blanks as well as Ag agents. The following paragraphs summarize the surface tests 

and are proceeded by a table of representative solution test results. Note that the exact compositions 

and methods of creation of all samples are proprietary information owned by Agienic Antimicrobials, 

Inc. and cannot be fully disclosed herein. 

Surface Tests 

1st Test: Standard (Sample ID = A; CMC) vs Cu (SID = G, 1wt%Cu 3mlCu/PEG/Bio-terge) vs Ag 

(SID = M,1wt%Ag). Test ran 24hr, 48hr, 72hr, 96hr time points (i.e. gauze was in contact with bacteria 

growing on surface for 24 to 96hrs for all 3 gauzes. Results: Ag bactericidal at 48hr and beyond, Cu 

inhibited growth better than standard, especially concerning regrowth of bacteria on original plate 

where gauze had previously been. Halo of inhibition was seen around Ag samples, indicating diffusion 

through TSA media. 

2nd Test: Standard (SID = A) vs Ag (SID = M) vs Cu (SID = S, 1wt%Cu; Cu/PVP/CMC) vs Cu (SID = T, 

1wt%Cu; Cu/PVP+CMC) vs Cu (SID = U, 1wt%Cu; 6nm Cu/PVP/acid/CMC). Test ran from 24hr-96hr. 

Results: Sample A was ineffective at all times. M appeared bactericidal at all times. U became 

decreasingly effective from 24 to 96hrs. Both S and T became increasingly effective with time: T showed 

complete bactericide at 72hrs and 96hrs and S showed the same at 96hrs only. 

3rd Test: Standard (SID = A) vs Ground Cu (SID = T) vs Ag (SID = M) vs Cu (SID = V; 1wt% Cu, 

50%CMC/50%Cu) vs Cu (SID = W; 0.1wt%Cu, Cu/PVP) vs Cu (SID = X; 1wt%Cu, Cu/PVP) vs Cu (SID = Y; 

1wt% Cu, PVP/SDS/20%Cu). Tested against P.A. bacteria for 24hrs. Results: Only Ag had appreciable 



bactericidal properties, all Cu solutions showed negligible bacteria inhibition as compared to the control 

gauze (SID = A). 

4th Test: Standard (SID = A) vs Ag (SID = M) vs Cu (SID = Z; 1wt% Cu, two coatings of formula T 

applied to gauze in succession) vs Cu (SID = AA, 2wt% Cu, Double Cu concentration of formula T). Test 

ran for 24hrs and was the first test to use the stamping method. Results: Both M and Z appeared to have 

a halo of inhibition, but Z’s inhibitory zone was suspected to be a result of accidentally jostling the gauze 

sample during initial placement phase. After stamping, all samples showed bacteria growth (even from 

Ag samples). Note: This test still used .1OD bacteria instead of .1OD diluted by 100X and probably 

explains why even Ag did not appear to be effective. 

5th Test: Standard (SID = BB; Just PVP) vs Cu (SID = AA) vs Cu (SID = CC; 1wt% Cu, PVP (MW = 

55,000)/SDS/Cu/PVP (MW = 10,000)) vs Ag (SID = DD; PVP(MW = 55,000)/Ag). Test ran for 24 hrs and 

used a bacteria concentration of .1OD diluted by a factor of 1000X. Results: DD showed pronounced 

halo of bacteria inhibition on original dish, no other sample displayed this. Test only examined original 

plates for inhibitory halo due to time constraints. 

6th Test: Standard (SID = BB) vs Cu (SID = EE; 1wt%Cu, Cu from Amphray/K17 PVP in 55,000 MW 

PVP). Tested samples at 15min, 1hr, 2hr, and 24hrs. Results: After 48hr incubation of stamps EE showed 

significant bactericide, much more effective than BB. 

7th Test: Standard (SID = BB) vs Cu (SID = EE) vs Ag (SID = DD). Tested samples again at 15min, 

1hr, 2hr, 24hr. Results: DD most effective and kept # of CFU’s below 10 at all times; EE fairly effective 

and kept CFU’s between 5-100ish CFU’s; BB showed 100’s-1000 CFU’s per stamp at various timepoints. 

8th Test: Wanted to compare particles of like size to see if Cu would diffuse more (and show the 

halo of inhibition). Standard (SID = BB) vs Ag (SID = FF; 0.1wt%Ag, Ag in 55k MW PVP) vs Ag (SID = HH; 



0.1wt% Ag, Ag in 10k MW PVP then added to 55k MW PVP) vs Cu (SID = GG; 0.1 wt%Cu, Cu in 10k MW 

PVP, this then added to 55K MW PVP). Test ran for 15min, 1hr, 2hr, 24hr. Results: Cu fairly ineffective at 

this low concentration of 0.1 wt% and comparable to the standard, while both Ag samples proved to be 

bactericidal, with the HH displaying higher effectiveness than the FF. 

9th Test: Cu (SID = KK; 1wt% Cu, Cu/Silica powder (examining a porous carrier for Cu particles)) 

vs Standard (SID = JJ; just porous silica powder called Luvitec VA64). Tested for 24hrs. Results: Neither 

sample effective. 

10th Test: Standard (SID = II, same composition as A) vs Cu (SID = EE) vs Cu (SID = MM; 1wt% Cu, 

Cu (Indian) / K17 PVP in 55k MW PVP + HNO3) vs CuCl2 (SID = NN; 1wt%Cu, CuCl2 in 55k MW PVP) vs 

acid (SID = LL; HNO3 in 55k MW PVP). Tested for 24hrs. Results: No sample displayed bactericide, only 

inhibition on original plates. 

11th Test: Took representative samples of standard (SID = A) vs Ag (SID = M) vs Cu (SID = CC). 

This test was run on a Mueller-Hinton dish to examine if agar is the limiting factor in Cu’s apparent lack 

of diffusion through a plate (no halo) and ran for 24hrs. Results: Again no halo seen from Cu, yet Ag 

produced a distinct halo of inhibition indicating diffusion from the gauze through the matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Representative Solution Test 

Time PBS Control Cu w/PVP (.534 wt% Cu) 

59ppm Cu 

Cu w/PVP (.117 wt% Cu) 

59ppm Cu 

 Log10 Reduction Log10 Reduction Log10 Reduction 

5 min -- > 4.88 ± 0.00 > 4.64 ± 0.34 

15 min -- > 4.88 ± 0.00 > 4.88 ± 0.00 

1 hr -- > 4.88 ± 0.00 > 4.88 ± 0.00 

2 hr -- > 4.88 ± 0.00 > 4.88 ± 0.00 

24 hr 0.65 ± 0.02 > 4.88 ± 0.00 > 4.88 ± 0.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 – CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Biofilm Discussion 

 Although all surfaces showed bacteria presence, several factors in the tests run throughout the 

year worked in favor of bacteria growth. The first problem encountered with testing was finding an 

appropriate length of time to conduct the test. Though 24 hours was settled upon, it is fairly long in 

duration and gives bacteria plenty of time to multiply and grow in the incubator. Shorter tests were 

conducted (on the order of 1-3 hours) but these tests tended to be too quick for any appreciable 

growth. Here it is important to note that bacteria growth follows an “S” curve: the initial shock of being 

transplanted to a new medium leads to slow growth as the bacteria adapt to their surroundings; this is 

followed by exponential growth as the microbes rapidly consume nutrients and multiply; finally, after 

nutrients are exhausted the bacteria slow down their metabolism and can enter a biofilm stage. Finding 

a testing duration that finishes in the exponential phase of bacteria growth is optimal for future runs. 

 Other factors that can skew the results of these tests include testing in a nutrient-filled broth 

and starting with an inordinately high concentration of bacteria per surface. The biofilm tests typically 

began with bacteria density around 1,000 CFU’s per mL in Tryptic Soy Broth. While 1,000 CFU’s/mL is 

not a very dense concentration, the usage of TSB provides the Pseudomonas aeruginosa with food 

necessary to grow in solution, meaning that bacteria could be growing in solution to a higher 

concentration before they contact the antimicrobial surface, at which point they can simply overload 

the material by sheer volume. Future testing will further examine the effect of these factors and 

attempt to balance them appropriately before testing the efficacy of various antimicrobial agents. 

 

 



4.2 Wound Dressing Discussion 

 The surface test results may seem to indicate that Cu-agents are not as effective as Ag-agents in 

terms killing or inhibiting bacterial growth. This, however, is not the case. It is important to understand 

that in wound dressings, migration of the agent away from the dressing is undesirable; the bacteria will 

be present on the surface of the wound and stopping them before they reach the bloodstream is highly 

preferred. Because of this, it is standard practice to use surface testing to examine the diffusivity of an 

agent, while relying on solution tests (which are more controlled as they do not use nutrients, 

incubators, etc.) to determine bactericidal properties of the agent.[7]  Bearing this in mind, it becomes 

clear that Cu formulations stay local to the infected area better than Ag composites and thus Cu agents 

are more fit for use in wound dressings. 

 In addition to superior diffusion properties, standardized solution tests show that copper 

reagents not only kill more bacteria (the table indicates 99.999% kill rate), but they are also effective in 

as little as 15 minutes. This is an important factor to consider when designing a wound dressing because 

the early stages of wound healing still leave the wound open and allow quick passage from skin to 

bloodstream for any vagrant bacteria. Preventing these bacteria from living long enough to make their 

way into a person’s body is of high importance, and this is an area in which copper agents greatly 

outperform silver-based formulations. Though solution test data on silver coated wound dressings was 

not incorporated in this document, it has been established and documented that silver requires 

approximately 24 hours to reach comparable levels of efficacy with copper; by 24 hours a wound has 

typically scabbed over and a person’s immune system should serve to keep them healthy. 

 The results paint a clear picture: copper based agents stay closer to a dressing than silver agents 

and are more effective at killing bacteria in their presence. In addition, copper is cheaper to use than 

silver and thus is an excellent candidate for use in antimicrobial wound dressings. 



Chapter 5 - PROTOCOLS 

 In addition to the scientific knowledge gained throughout the course of the year, many 

experimental protocols have been developed and refined. These protocols are provided here to ensure 

the antimicrobial lab station at AJJER runs as smoothly as possible. Each protocol is followed by a series 

of pictures designed to elucidate the steps in the protocol and will be referenced by bolded words and 

hyper scripts. 

Protocols have been developed for the following: 

1. Definitions of Lab Equipment 

2. Using the autoclave 

3. Creating stock solution of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) 

4. Creating agar plates from Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA) 

5. Sterilization techniques for lab equipment 

6. Culturing bacteria 

a. Growing bacteria overnight in suspension 

b. Plating bacteria onto agar plates 

i. Plating bacteria for antimicrobial assay 

ii. Plating bacteria for stock culture 

7.  Petri dish-based antimicrobial assay 

8. 24-well plate biofilm prevention assay 

9. Sample preparation 

a. Coupons for biofilm testing 

b. Gauze samples for wound dressing testing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Definitions of Lab Equipment 

Workbench (the main work area for the antimicrobial lab) 

 

Incubator (set to 37oC, body temperature, for all applications) 

 



Incubator-oven (a general purpose oven used as an incubator to grow bacteria solutions overnight, also 

run at 37oC) 

 

Metal loop (referenced as loop or sterile loop if it has been sterilized) 

 



Glass Hockey Stick (used to spread bacteria solutions onto an agar plate) 

 

Conical tube 

 



Pipette (comes in varying volume amounts – always use the smallest pipette that can accomplish the 

task at hand unless no single pipette will work, in which case use the largest) 

 

Pipette tip (keep as sterile as possible by never touching these with your hands, just insert the pipette 

head directly into the tips) 

 



Autoclave 

 

Petri Dish (when filled with agar it is referenced as an agar plate) 

 

 

 



24 and 96 Well Plates 

 

 

 



Ethanol lamp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Using the Autoclave 

The autoclave is mainly used to sterilize testing equipment that has contacted bacteria and is not easily 

cleanable by other methods or is destined for disposal. For example, used agar plates, 24 and 96 well 

plates, gauze samples, pipette tips, etc. are usually stored in a container on the workbench until a 

sufficient number has been collected, at which time they are all autoclaved at once and thrown away 

after. It is also used to prepare TSB and TSA solutions. Note: Though not all items need autoclaving 

before disposal, some form of sterilization must be used; other methods include ethanol, bleach, and 

warm soapy water. 

To use the autoclave: 

1. Remove the inner bucket from the autoclave and ensure sufficient water is in the autoclave to 

completely cover the heating element, if not then fill the autoclave with tap water. 

2. Place the inner bucket back in the autoclave and place items inside bucket. Note: It is 

recommended that all plastics be placed inside larger glassware as they will partially melt under 

the heat and pressure, as well as releasing any liquid contents they hold (such as agar). Agar 

plates stack nicely into 500mL beakers and smaller items such as pipette tips and gauze strips 

can be collected in a glass dish as they are accrued. 

3.  Close the lid on the autoclave evenly (ensuring the metal thermometer lead rests inside the 

inner bucket) and twist the lid clockwise until its prongs slide under the safety protrusions. Flip 

up all of the twist-locks1 and tighten them evenly until the lid is fully sealed. Note: It is 

recommended that the twist-locks are tightened two at a time, slowly tightening locks on 

opposing sides of the lid to ensure a complete seal. 

4. Make sure the steam relief valve2 atop the lid is flipped so that the nozzle is horizontal with the 

ground – when vertical it allows steam to escape and relieve pressure and temperature. 

5. Turn the temperature knob on the autoclave to maximum and make sure the regulator box3 

reads 121oC (this is done by hitting “index” and using the arrow keys to adjust the temperature 

if appropriate to do so). 

6. Monitor the reading on the regulator box and allow approximately 30mins at max temperature 

for most loads to be completely autoclaved. 

7. After autoclaving, turn off the regulator box and allow 10-15mins for the autoclave to drop 

temperature and pressure. 

8. Once the pressure reading on the autoclave reads ~5psi or less, it is safe to flip the pressure-

relief valve into a vertical position. Note: Do not touch the nozzle; use a screwdriver or a heat 

glove to accomplish this step. 

9. If the pressure exceeds the green “safe” zone, then gently tap the pressure relief valve upwards 

in small bursts to alleviate excess pressure. 

10. Using heat protection, unscrew the twist-locks and gently pry the lid slightly ajar with a 

screwdriver. Following this the lid may be removed and samples extracted. 

 



 

Fig 1.      Fig 2. 

 

Fig 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Creating Stock Solution of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB) 

TSB is the solution used to culture bacteria in suspension and the liquid medium used in testing for 

biofilm prevention. It contains nutrients beneficial for bacteria growth and proliferation, is prepared to 

be sterile, and maintains a pH between ~6.8-7.2. It is recommended that two jars of TSB are kept on 

hand at any given time so that if one should be contaminated, experiments are not held up waiting for a 

replacement to be made. To make TSB, follow these instructions: 

1. Retrieve the box labeled Tryptic Soy Broth from underneath the workbench. 

2. Place a large weigh boat on the smaller scale1 and tare it (zero the weight of the boat). 

3. Using a spatula or small weigh boat, add 15g of TSB powder to the large weigh boat. 

4. Add approximately 100ml of distilled H2O to a 500ml jar2. 

5. Now add the 15g of TSB powder to the jar. 

6. Add 400ml more of DI H2O to the jar. Note: the initial 100ml of water is added to prevent the 

TSB powder from sticking to the bottom of the jar. 

7. Shake/stir the solution until the powder has completely dissolved. 

8. Cap the jar but leave the cap slightly loose (e.g. tighten fully and then loosen by one full turn) – 

this prevents pressure from building in the jar during autoclaving. 

9. Autoclave the jars for ~30min at 121oC. Allow time for warm up and cool down. 

10. Carefully remove the jars (exceedingly hot so use a heat glove) from the autoclave and tighten 

the lid fully on the jar. After the TSB has fully cooled (as a precaution it is recommended to allow 

at least 3 hours of cooling) it may be used. 

11. Whenever pouring from the bottle, make sure a flame has been lit on the ethanol lamp to 

create an updraft and briefly pass both the lid and the neck of the bottle over the flame to heat 

them slightly, creating another local updraft; this is called flaming. After flaming the bottle camp 

you can place it on the workbench, making sure to orient it on its side to avoid contamination. 

12. Never draw directly from the bottle – pour a smaller amount of TSB into a conical tube and draw 

from this for all applications. This greatly reduces contamination rates and thus saves time and 

money. 

Fig 1.       Fig 2. 

 



Creating Stock Solution of Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA) 

When prepared, TSA is a gelatinous substance used to fill a Petri dish and provide a surface on which 

bacteria may grow. Like TSB, it is designed to nurture bacteria with nutrients and amiable pH. Note: 

Once TSA has been autoclaved it should be poured soon, as it will form the colloidal matrix upon cooling 

below ~50oC. One 500mL jar of TSA is enough to fill approximately 65-80 petri dishes. 

1. Retrieve the box labeled Tryptic Soy agar from underneath the workbench. 

2. Place a large weigh boat on the smaller scale and tare it (zero the weight of the boat). 

3. Using a spatula or small weigh boat, add 20g of TSA powder to the large weigh boat. 

4. Add approximately 100ml of distilled H2O to a 500ml jar. 

5. Now add the 20g of TSA powder to the jar. 

6. Add 400ml more of DI H2O to the jar. Note: the initial 100ml of water is added to prevent the 

TSA powder from sticking to the bottom of the jar. 

7. Shake/stir the solution until the powder has completely dissolved. 

8. Cap the jar but leave the cap slightly loose (e.g. tighten fully and then loosen by one full turn) – 

this prevents pressure from building in the jar during autoclaving. 

9. Autoclave the jars for ~30min at 121oC. Allow additional time for warm up and cool down. 

Carefully remove the jars from the autoclave and if necessary allow cooling for no more than 

5mins. 

10. Remove Petri dishes from their plastic sleeves and orient them so their lids are on top (the lids 

are the larger half of the dish whose edges encase the smaller half when closed). 

11. Light the ethanol lamp and flame the bottle of TSA and its cap. 

12. Hold the bottle of TSA in the hand with the heat glove on (it will still be very hot) and create a 

stack of 4-5 petri dishes. 

13. One at a time, lift the lid of the dish1 (keep holding it in your hand facing downward to avoid 

bacteria from the air) and pour TSA into the dish so that it completely covers the surface 

(typically a ~1-2 cm of liquid height works best) and close the lid quickly to avoid contamination. 

14. Repeat this process until all TSA has been poured. Note: Avoid holding the TSA bottle fully 

upright during the pouring process as it more easily allows bacteria to drop into the bottle from 

the air. 

Tip: Don’t worry if some TSA drips during the pouring process, with time and practice your technique 

will improve and this will no longer be an issue. After a bottle has been completely poured you may 

clean up any spilled TSA, but don’t interrupt the pouring process to do so. 
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Sterilization Techniques for Lab Equipment 

As a rule, any piece of equipment that has contacted bacteria must be sterilized before it leaves the lab. 

Different protocols have different degrees of stringency regarding sterilization throughout the process, 

but in general anytime bacteria of a specific concentration or different species are used, they should be 

handled by sterile equipment only. What follows is a listing of various pieces of equipment and how they 

should be sterilized, if necessary. 

Metal loops: Metal loops are used to remove individual colonies of bacteria from the stock plate, 

and are sterilized by holding the tip over a flame from the ethanol lamp until it glows white. If the 

loop is destined to be submerged into TSB for bacteria overnight culture, then it is wise to sterilize a 

portion of the wire neck as well to reduce contamination. After flaming the loop it should air cool for 

15-20 seconds before being used, and touching it to sterile agar is the easiest way of determining if 

it is cool enough to use (if the agar makes a hissing noise, let the loop cool some more). 

Glass Hockey Sticks: Hockey sticks are used to spread bacteria solution across an agar plate for a 

homogenous bacterial coating. The easiest way to sterilize these is to submerge 5 of them at a time 

into ethanol. Before using a particular stick, remove it from the ethanol and pass it over the ethanol 

lamp flame to burn off residual ethanol that would otherwise kill bacteria. Gently touch the stick to 

clean agar to ensure it is sufficiently cool before spreading bacterial solution. Use all hockey sticks 

up before placing them all back into the ethanol bath for re-sterilization. 

Conical Tubes of Bacteria Solution: Bacteria solution is most easily disposed of by simply adding 

several mL of bleach to the tube, shaking briefly, and disposing in the trash. 

Used pipette tips, gauze strips, and agar plates: It is most convenient to collect the disposable, 

smaller equipment in a glass receptacle until it is full, after which it may be autoclaved and thrown 

away. Agar plates stack into 500mL glass beakers for autoclaving, and again one can autoclave 20-30 

plates at one time. Note: After autoclaving, the beaker will contain congealed plastic dishes as well 

as liquefied agar; it is easiest to simply dump the lot into the trash can as it shouldn’t be hot enough 

to melt through the bag. 

Used Glassware: After using glassware the best method of sterilization is washing thoroughly in 

soapy water located in the main laboratory sink. Rinse with tap water, followed by DI H2O, and allow 

to air dry on the dish rack. Glassware should be washed after any use, including autoclaving, 

solution mixing, etc. 

 

 

 

 



Culturing Bacteria 

Growing bacteria is an essential component of the antimicrobial portion of the lab and understanding 

how to properly culture populations of bacteria is a must. The three major procedures for growing 

bacteria are growing them in suspension, plating them for antimicrobial assays, and plating them for 

stock culture. 

Growing Bacteria Overnight in Suspension 

1. Start by pouring ~10mL of TSB into a conical tube (remember to flame the caps of both the TSB 

and conical tube); close the TSB jar immediately after pouring. 

2. Sterilize a metal loop over the ethanol lamp and allow to sufficiently cool. Make sure to flame 

the loop about 2 in. up the shaft as it will be partially submerged in the TSB. 

3. Using the sterilized loop, remove one colony (one island of bacteria – either P. aeruginosa or E. 

coli) from the stock plate of bacteria and add to the TSB by submerging the tip and shaking 

briskly until bacteria detachment. 

4. Tighten the lid of the conical tube, label it with the species of bacteria present, and shake 

vigorously for 30 seconds (to break up the transferred colony). Resterilize the loop and clean up 

all equipment. 

5. Loosen the cap by ½ turn and place in incubator oven in the oscillating rack1. Turn the rack on 

and make sure that the conical tube doesn’t invert during oscillations (to avoid spilling). Set the 

incubator oven to 37oC and allow the bacteria to grow up overnight. 

6. The following day, remove the tube and tighten the lid. Shake vigorously for 30 seconds, after 

which pipette 250mL of solution into a well of a 96 well plate. Pipette 250mL into a well twice 

more for a total of three. 

7. Run the plate under the Biotech optical density reader using the Antimicrobial protocol made 

Febuary 2011. Biotech protocol can be learned from John, Juan, or Lori in the lab. 

8. Record the average optical density (OD) from the three wells and use this number in subsequent 

calculations. 

Fig 1. 

 



Plating Bacteria for Antimicrobial Assays 

1. Starting with bacteria grown overnight in suspension, calculate how much bacteria you’ll need 

for your experiment. Know that each plate takes 250mL of liquid to fully wet the surface, and 

that typically the bacteria density desired is .1OD*10-2. To get this concentration, use the 

following equation: 

                    
                

Here Vc is the volume of bacteria culture you’ll need, and OD measured is simply the averaged 

OD from the Biotech analysis. Substitute in for x the dilution factor you want (usually 2 or 3) and 

let total volume = .25mL*# of plates required (add in a fudge factor of about one extra mL per 

every 10 to cover for mistakes). For example if my measured OD was .567 and I wanted to plate 

5 plates with .1*10-2 density of bacteria, I’d calculate: Vc*.567 = .1*10-2*5*.25 -> Vc = .0022mL = 

2.2uL of culture, which I would add to 5mL-2.2uL = 4.9978mL of TSB. Note that in this case 2.2uL 

is too small an amount to pipette, so it may be easier to add 22uL of bacteria to 200uL of TSB 

and to take 1/10th of the resulting mixture to obtain the same bacteria content as 2.2uL of 

original culture. 

2. After mixing up the necessary dilution, sterilize glass hockey sticks. 

3. Once they have cooled and remain sterile (making sure their ends haven’t touched the table or 

any other non sterile surface), pipette 250mL of the diluted solution onto the agar of a fresh 

plate (you can repeat this up to 5 times once you can work quickly). 

4. After pipetting the solution, take a glass hockey stick in one hand, hold the petri dish lid in the 

other, and gently swirl the hockey stick1 around the dish while rotating the dish with the other 

hand. Spread out the solution as evenly as possible and continue spreading until you feel the 

dish dry up as it absorbs the liquid into its matrix. Repeat this step for as many plates as 

necessary. 

Fig 1.  

 

 



Plating Bacteria for Stock Culture 

1. Begin by obtaining a previously made stock plate of bacteria; usually these come from University 

of Arizona biology laboratories that work in conjunction with AJJER. 

2. Retrieve a fresh agar plate from the refrigerator to be streaked with the bacteria.  

3. Sterilize three metal loops (alternatively one can simply resterilize the same loop whenever a 

new sterile loop is mentioned in this protocol). 

4. Take one cooled, sterile loop and gently scrape off one colony of bacteria from the original stock 

plate onto the side of the loop. 

5. Immediately transfer this to the new agar plate and spread it around evenly throughout the top 

1/3 of the agar plate. See Step 1 below for an illustration. During all streaking, make sure to only 

press on the agar gently as it will easily tear under pressure. 

6. Take a new sterile loop and streak a non-overlapping curve that starts at the corner of the 

previously streaked bacteria. Make sure to pass 3-5 times into the area covered by bacteria 

before moving onto the fresh area of the plate. See Step 2. 

7. Repeat step six except start the second curve where the first curve ended and ensure they 

overlap several times at the beginning. See Step 3. 

8. Incubate the new plate for 24 hours before refrigerating.  

Note: New stock plates should be streaked from the old ones every 2 weeks to ensure healthy bacteria 

persist. After obtaining the first plates from Arizona labs it is possible to keep streaking from previously 

made plates at AJJER unless contamination becomes a problem, at which time it is wise to retrieve a 

fresh plate from the University. The reason several new streaks are made is to dilute the bacteria down 

to individual colonies, which allows for greater consistency across a particular experiment. 

Step 1. 
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Petri Dish-based Antimicrobial Assay 

This testing protocol is usually run as a check for the effectiveness of antimicrobial agents which contact 

bacteria on a surface (2D environment). Often this test is run to examine the efficacy of wound dressing 

coatings at AJJER. 

1. Grow and plate bacteria of interest (usually E. coli) overnight according to protocol 6b: Plating 

Bacteria for Antimicrobial Assays using a dilution factor, x, of 2 or 3 depending on preference 

and bacteria proliferation capability. 

2. After the plates have been coated evenly with the appropriate amount of bacteria, prepare the 

wound dressing samples according to protocol 9b: Sample Preparation: Gauze Samples for 

Wound Dressing Testing. This step can be done at any time prior to running the test, as early as 

the night before provided that the samples are kept in a clean, dry environment (preferably the 

bags Lori puts them in after creating them). 

3. Label each plate (on the half of the plate containing the agar) where each sample will go before 

placing them – this will eliminate confusion between samples. A black Sharpie is recommended 

for ease of viewing and application to the plastic. 

4. Using forceps, gently pull out the samples one by one and press them softly straight down onto 

the agar in the appropriately labeled spots. Before placing, examine each sample and determine 

the side containing the antimicrobial agent – this is typically the side that is more lustrous when 

seen at an angle under direct light. Make sure to place the shiny side down onto the agar. 

5. After each sample has been deposited, gently check each sample with the forceps by pressing all 

areas onto the agar; make sure no edges are bent upwards off of the agar as this will skew the 

data. 

6. Incubate each plate at 37oC in the incubator at the workbench overnight. The plates should be 

oriented such that the half with the agar is on top so that condensation can’t form and cross-

contaminate the samples. The samples should stick to the agar by weak bonding forces and 

won’t fall overnight. The following day, remove the plates and inspect them for interesting 

features such as zones of bacteria inhibition. Always photograph any interesting features and 

record them in a notebook for future reference. 

7. Using forceps, gently transfer each sample from its original plate onto a fresh plate and press to 

ensure full contact between the agar and the coated side of the sample. After 5-10s pull the 

sample straight off the agar with forceps and dispose of the sample. Take care not to drag 

samples across the fresh plate as this will distort the final data. It is recommended to label the 

fresh plate prior to sample transfer to avoid confusion.  

8. Allow the new plates to incubate for 24hrs at 37oC, after which time they should be examined 

and photographed.  

Notes: Each plate can safely hold 5-6 samples, any more and you run the risk of cross-contamination. 

The goal is to find the minimum concentration of bacteria that will create a lawn, or thin layer, across 

the surface of the agar; this will best show how active different antimicrobial agents are so don’t be 

afraid to experiment and find the best dilution factor when creating the bacteria solution to test against. 



24-Well Plate Biofilm Prevention Assay 

This biofilm prevention protocol is frequently run to assess the ability of various coatings on metallic or 

glassy substrates to inhibit the formation of a biofilm. 

1. Prepare a suspension of P. aeruginosa or other applicable bacteria and dilute it to an OD of 

.1*10-5, or whichever dilution has been determined appropriate. 

2. Create samples according to Protocol 9a; Sample Preparation: Coupons for Biofilm Testing. 

Note: it is recommended to do this step before diluting the bacteria to reduce bacteria growth 

time between dilution and running the test. Triplicates should be created for each sample for 

each time-point unless high throughput screening is desired. 

3. Place one sample in each well of a 24-well plate, coating side up, and add 600uL of bacterial 

solution to the well (or enough to fully cover the sample). 

4. Incubate for the desired time. 

5. After incubation, pipette out the supernatant (residual fluid in the well) from each well and dry 

in the oven at 60oC for 30 mins.  

6. While the samples are drying, dilute aqueous crystal violet to .1 wt% in distilled H2O. The 

standard bottle in the lab is 1 wt% and thus a 10X dilution is required. 

7. After drying, fill each well approximately halfway with crystal violet solution and let sit for 15 

mins. 

8. Following this, remove the solution from the well and briefly rinse the sample in distilled water. 

This is most easily done by lifting an edge from the well with a needle, grasping the edge with 

forceps, and gently shaking the sample in a beaker of water. 

9. Allow the rinsed samples to either air dry or dry in the oven again at 60oC for 30 mins. 

10. Examine the samples to determine the extent of biofilm coverage on the surface based on the 

presence and intensity of purple coloring on surface. 

Note: It is possible to create a quantitative comparison addendum to this test if further information is 

required. Simply take each sample that has been run through the aforementioned protocol and place 

them in clean wells of a 24-well plate. Inoculate each well with 600uL of pure EtOH and allow to sit for 

20 mins, shaking gently occasionally. These solutions can then be assayed in the Biotech optical 

analyzer, though an appropriate dilution will need to be determined to ensure the solution isn’t too dark 

to examine. The measured OD’s can then be used as a measure of bacterial coverage on the original 

surface. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sample Preparation 

Coupons for Biofilm Testing 

Metal coupons are necessary to test the efficacy of various biofilm coatings and thus their creation is an 

important step in testing at AJJER. To make appropriately sized coatings, follow the proceeding steps. 

1. Obtain large sample coupons (usually about 2”x2” squares of coated metal) and identify the 

coated side. The coated side can either be identified by an X carved onto the side indicating it is 

not the coated side, or by examining for minor bubbles or a polymeric feel on one side. 

2. Take the large squares of metal to a workbench in the machine shop area of the lab and bring 

several clean paper towels as well as a mallet and hole punch1.  

3. Place the metal square in the template such that it occludes the 13mm hole of the hole punch 

with the coated side facing down. 

4. Identify the appropriate 13mm peg and punch the peg through the 13mm hole with the mallet. 

Use sufficient force so that only one swing is needed or you will run the risk of ruining the 

sample.  

5. After punching out a sample, place it in the original bag the metal square came in and remove 

the peg from the hole punch. Note: removal of the peg can be difficult and often it is easiest to 

take a smaller peg and use it with the mallet to punch out the larger peg. 

6. Repeat the above steps for each sample, and take care to examine the coating side after each 

sample is made – if the coating appears damaged, dirty, or peeling, then it may be best to 

discard the sample and try again. 

 

Notes: 13mm samples fit best in 24-well plates while still allowing some room around the edges for easy 

sample removal with a needle to lift the edge. Take care not to bash your thumb against the hole punch 

when removing a stuck peg as it hurts quite a bit, theoretically speaking. The sample should always have 

the coated side facing down so that the peg isn’t directly pressuring the coating, which would result in 

its compromise. 
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Gauze Samples for Wound Dressing Testing 

 

1. Obtain gauze samples with appropriate coatings. 

2. Identify the coated size by holding the sample to a light and determining which side is 

more lustrous. 

3. Place the sample with the coating side up onto the workbench. 

4. Using a gauge cutter1 (I prefer the 14 gauge), press the sharp side firmly onto the gauze 

and rotate in place to leave a circular imprint on the gauze. 

5. With a razor blade, trace the imprint to cut the sample out. 

6. Repeat for all required samples. 

Notes: Unlike the creating of steel coupons in the previous protocol, gauze samples are placed face up 

on the table because the gauge cutter is hollow and will not dirty the surface as much as the workbench 

surface would. The workbench surface should be cleaned and dried before sample creation. Don’t worry 

too much about damaging the rubber coating on the workbench when cutting samples; it’s what it’s 

made for. After creating all samples remember to store in a dry, sterile place (such as the original bag) 

until it is time to use them.  

Fig 1. 
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